Lesson Summary
No.

Unit Name

Unit Description

1

Welcome to second

In this unit we’ll get acquainted with the teacher and with our classmates,

course

and then we’ll enter into the happy and festive environment of Hebrew
studies. Then, this unit will introduce the different parts of the body, as well
as adjectives used for describing people.

2

Doctor, Can You

Here we’ll learn how to set up a doctor’s appointment and how to

Help Me?

communicate in Hebrew with the doctor including describing symptoms and
how to order the appropriate medicines from the pharmacy.

3

What Do You Like?

Infinitives (to learn, to read, etc.). In this class we’ll learn for the first time
how to use infinitives in a sentence and we’ll learn many new verbs.

4

The Marketplace 1

Israeli culture thrives on the back and forth negotiations in the marketplace.

– Vegetables

This unit will teach you how to engage in conversation on your next trip to
the Israeli shuk (marketplace.) You’ll learn the sentences and dialogue that
will help you get the best deal. We’ll also learn a bit of slang that might give
you the upper hand during the bargaining process.

5

The Marketplace 2

In this unit we’ll be reviewing our knowledge of vegetables and learning

– Fruits

about Israel’s fruits. We’ll “travel” to the market and coffeehouse, all in
Hebrew.

6

Time

From hour to year…We’ll learn more about the clock and the names of the
months. We’ll learn how to answer the question “How old are you?” and
some other questions.

7

Itamar's Day

A daily description of a boy, Itamar. Itamar goes to kindergarten. We’ll join
him in learning some grammar and more vocabulary.

8
9

In the Clothing

This unit will teach you some of the words that will help you in the clothing

Store

store and in describing the clothes you wear.

Transportation

When’s the next bus to Jerusalem? When does the train leave for Hertsliya?
Taxi!!! In this unit we’ll learn about all the different forms of public transit to
help you get around Israel in the best and quickest ways possible.

10

A Walking Tour of

How do I get to the Western Wall? Where can I find the Knesset? Can you

Jerusalem

recommend a restaurant in the Old City? This unit will prepare you for a day
trip around Israel’s capital.

11
12

A Night Out in the

We’ll learn how to order in a restaurant, how to read a menu and converse

Restaurant

with your waiter and even to order a special meal. Be-te'avon!

Israel

This will serve as a review of previous units. You already know Hebrew.
Now all you have to do is come visit Israel.

No.

Unit Name

Unit Description

13

The students are

In this unit we'll learn to understand and say sentences without verbs. In

excellent

Hebrew, the verb "to be" doesn't exist in present tense. What do we do?
Study of verbless sentences will broaden our expressive ability and
comprehension in Hebrew.

14

The excellent

In this unit we’ll continue further and deeper into the subject of matching

students are sitting

an adjective to a noun.

on small chairs

15

Vegetable salad

In this unit we'll learn about combining noun constructs. Understanding

and fruitcake

noun constructs and the ability to create them will broaden and enrich our
manner of expression in Hebrew.

16

Danny says that

In this unit we'll study double negative expressions (never, nothing…) and

there’s nothing in

how to use them in Hebrew.

the house – no
coffee, and not
even sugar!

17

It’s Useful to Learn

It's useful to learn Hebrew.

Hebrew

No smoking!
It's impossible to ski in Jerusalem.
In this unit we will learn about infinitive-combinations, and by the end we
will be able to construct similar sentences in Hebrew.

18

For You and Me

In this unit we will learn the inflection of the preposition "..."ל, as well as
verbs and expressions that require using this inflection.
By the end of the unit we will be able to say in plain Hebrew: "He has no
time!" or "Perhaps you can help me?"

19

Me – You

How do you say in Hebrew "I love you"? In this unit we will learn the
inflection of the preposition ""את.

